DANNY FR���S

What does hospitality look like? This is where Danny Franks’s new
book People Are the Mission helps us! Danny reminds us that people
want to feel respected, honored. They don’t want shock and awe, and
they don’t want to be an afterthought. They just want to know you
care, for real. If you’re a leader in a church or business and you want
to improve your culture of hospitality, then you’ll love Danny’s new
book. It’s a must-read!
DAN T. CATHY, Chairman and CEO of Chick-f il-A

When Danny leads, I follow him. When he writes, I read it. So
should you.
JASON YOUNG, Director of Guest Services, North Point

Ministries, Atlanta, GA

The gospel is like a song. It has both lyrics and a musical score. Those
who water down the lyrics to make the song more palatable may gain
a crowd. But they’ll inevitably lose the gospel. In the same way, those
who allow the gospel to be presented in a lame, unwelcoming, or
culturally out-of-touch environment end up singing true words that
nobody listens to. Danny Franks has written a helpful and balanced
book that corrects the pendulum swing between these two extremes
and connects the dots between staying true to the gospel message
and adapting to the culture we live in. If you desire a guest-friendly,
gospel-centric ministry, this is a book you need to read.
LARRY OSBORNE, pastor and author, North Coast Church

Writing from a heart captivated by the gospel, Danny Franks has
delivered a powerful, impressive work that church leaders—regardless
of position—w ill find tremendously helpful in establishing a culture
of hospitality throughout their church and ministry areas.
People Are the Mission balances a keen intellectual understanding
of the nuts and bolts of hospitality with a gospel-centered foundation.
This compelling combination comes from Danny’s practical, lived-out,
and loved-through leadership with hundreds of leaders at his own
church and across the country.
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Using his razor-sharp wit, Danny makes his point, driving right
to the heart of the matter with a balance of aw-shucks genuineness
wrapped up in instantly applicable lessons you will immediately grasp.
People Are the Mission will become one of your most-used and most
often referred-to training helps for years to come. Pick up a copy today,
start reading it tonight, and begin applying it tomorrow.
BOB ADAMS, Guest Experience Navigator, Auxano,

Houston, TX

Evangelism and discipleship, two oars attached to one boat, are essential to carrying out the Great Commission. In People Are the Mission,
Danny Franks shows us the importance of attracting people, without
compromising the gospel message, to empower them for ministry.
I am grateful for Danny’s approach of helping move people from being
consumers to commissioned partners in ministry.
ROBBY GALLATY, pastor, Long Hollow Baptist Church;

author, Growing Up and The Forgotten Jesus

In People Are the Mission, my friend Danny moves beyond excellent
technique with weekend crowds to the transformation of God’s grace
in an individual’s journey. When Danny writes of truth, he does so
with deep conviction. When he speaks of grace, he does so with
personal compassion. And when he uses humor (and he does), watch
out—you’re either about to be knocked off balance by his sucker-punch
challenge or he’s giving you a chance to recover respectfully, because
that spot right between your eyes still hurts. Danny’s conviction,
compassion, and challenge are motivated by his belief that people
matter to God, and people will believe they do, when we make loving
them our sole mission, or our “soul mission.” For their sake and God's
honor, read this book.
MARK WALTZ, author of First Impressions: Creating Wow

Experiences in Your Church; trainer, LifePlan Coach,
Because People Matter, LLC
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To Merriem (of course).
Thank you for encouraging me
to write this stuff down.
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Foreword by J. D. Greear

Danny and I were both discipled by flannelgraph Jesus. Our first
conceptions of the Son of God were formed by felt-backed images
of a gentle Jesus holding kids, petting lambs, and guiding sinners
with his serene face and calming eyes. One image we never saw on
flannelgraph, however, was angry Jesus with a bullwhip.
Yet we find that Jesus in Scripture. And I know you are
thinking this is a terrible introduction to a book on biblical hospitality, but the Gospels tell us that there were times Jesus got
angry. Interestingly, the angriest we ever see him get is when he
observes Jewish leaders cluttering up the Court of the Gentiles
with the buying and selling of temple sacrifices. Not only was
Jesus angry over the profiteering now encumbering God’s free
and gracious offer of salvation, he was angry over where they were
running their racket: the outer court that God had established
for Gentiles to observe and experience the gospel. With the
backing of a whip, Jesus exclaimed, “My house was intended to
be a house of prayer for all nations, but you have turned it into
a den of thieves!”
Typically, we focus on only the last part of Jesus’s rebuke
and think that so long as we are not price-gouging items we
sell in our lobbies we are safe from Jesus’s whip. But the more
9
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10  People Are the Mission
important part of Jesus’s rebuke is the last part, the “why” he
was so angry at their profiteering: “My house was designated to
be a house of prayer for the nations.” Jesus was angry not only at
what they were doing, but also at what they were obscuring. They
had transformed the only open-access point for the Gentiles into
a catalogue of comforts and conveniences for the already saved.
They had transformed a portal for the outsider into a dumbwaiter
for the insider.
Would Jesus not feel the same today about churches that fail to
mind those portals where outsiders can observe the glories of the
gospel in action? In churches today we “clutter up the Court of the
Gentiles” when we fail to make accommodations for the outsider
in our preaching, music, language, the practice of our traditions,
our children’s programs, and our parking and signage. By not
thinking of the “observing outsiders,” we create some of the same
roadblocks for “Gentiles” as the Jews did in Jesus’s day. How must
Jesus feel when a church refuses even to consider what it needs to
change to reach the community and the next generation? When
they care more about their conveniences and comfort than they do
the lost all around them?
Please don’t misunderstand me. I don’t mean that churches
ought to turn to smoke and mirrors (or, in our case, laser light
shows and subwoofers). We don’t have a single moving light in our
church. Sure, the world may be entertained by musical flair and
entertaining programs, but they’ll never be transformed by them.
As the apostle Paul said, the power to transform sinners comes
from the foolish message of Jesus crucified (1 Corinthians 2:2–4).
That will always be at the core of what we, the church, are called
to proclaim. But how can they encounter the gospel if we don’t
welcome them into a place where they can hear it?
At our church, Pastor Danny has taught us that the gospel is
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offensive, but nothing else should be. We make every effort to
attract unbelievers to our services and make the gospel accessible
to them. And we make no apology for it.
That’s what excites me about this book. Perhaps more than
anyone else at our church, Danny has led the way in creating an
environment that reflects the gospel-disposition virtue of hospitality. We don’t strive to excel in hospitality because it brings
people back to our church, but because it best reflects how Christ
treated us.
Pastor Danny has been with the Summit since the early days,
and he has taught us that everything we do as a church speaks. The
sermon, as he so often repeats, starts in the parking lot. Thus, the
question is not if we’re sending a message, only what message we
are sending. Your guest services write the intro to the sermon.
What kind of introduction are you giving?
In fact, that line I just used—“ The gospel is offensive; nothing
else should be”—I’m 99 percent sure I stole that from Danny.
The book you hold in your hands is not just theory from a guy
who thinks he’s witty (though he does think he’s witty, and 82.6
percent of the jokes he attempts are indeed funny); it’s a collection
of the principles that I’ve seen in practice every single weekend at
our church—principles that have been an enormous part of why
we by God’s grace have maintained a consistent growth curve for
almost two decades.
Your church’s preaching and worship styles may draw a crowd,
but to keep a crowd, people must sense that you love them, that you
expected them, and that you can’t wait for them to return. Finally,
here is a book that tells you how to make that happen.
The mission of God is to reach people, and the vehicle God
has chosen to reach them is the church. Because the church belongs
to God, not us, then we’re always putting our preferences on hold
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12  People Are the Mission
in favor of his mission, doing whatever it takes to get the gospel to
the lost. People are the mission, and if you want to know what that
means for the guest services at your church, read on.
J. D. Greear, author and pastor of the
Summit Church, Raleigh-Durham, NC
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Introduction: A Wee Little Man
and a Tale of Two Churches
His sandals kicked up small clouds of dust as he made his way
down the side street. The midday sun was unforgiving, but for the
moment, the heat and his sweat didn’t matter. He was a man on
a mission with a deadline. As he walked—no, rushed—past each
building, he glanced down alleys and around corners to determine
his next move and thought to himself, “Not there. Not yet. Maybe
the next left . . .”
The buzz in town had started earlier that morning. Jesus was
coming to Jericho. That Jesus. Jesus-of-Nazareth Jesus. Jesus the
revered, Jesus the reviled, Jesus the pot stirrer, Jesus the crowd
gatherer, Jesus the miracle worker. The latest rumor was that he had
healed a roadside beggar of his blindness. Healed him. The beggar
had woken up like it was any other day—unable to distinguish
day from night except for the heat of the Middle Eastern sun on
his face—yet by that night he could see everything that had been
unseen since his birth. And now this Jesus—Jesus the healer, Jesus
the eye opener, Jesus the life changer—was passing through town
on the way to Jerusalem.
Everyone was talking about the arrival of the rabbi. Some said
that when he spoke publicly, it was as if he had firsthand knowledge
of his subject and he taught it with authority. Others said he had a
13
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14  People Are the Mission
charisma about him that drew you closer, compelled you to listen,
and demanded full attention. Still others held that he wasn’t just a
religious leader, but he was turning the old ways of religion on its
head and infuriating those who held to tradition.
And while Zacchaeus didn’t seem to be a religious person, he
certainly was curious about this newcomer. Jesus was a regional
fascination. His popularity as well as his infamy were on the rise.
The man from Galilee was a polarizing figure, to be sure, but
Zacchaeus hoped to get a glimpse of Jesus as he passed by, maybe
see what people saw in him. If he was lucky, he could at least brag
to his associates that he witnessed one of Jesus’s miracles firsthand.
Associates. That’s all he had, really. Imagine the life of a
crooked tax collector. It’s not likely he had real friends, or at least
he didn’t hang out with the kind of people that made up real
friendships. Zacchaeus’s relationships were largely transactional:
what-can-you-do-for-me, you-scratch-my-back-I’ll-scratch-yours
types of arrangements. He had climbed the ladder of success, and
on each successive rung he left behind neighbors who felt exploited,
friends who felt betrayed, and family members who felt ashamed of
what one of their own had become. Zacchaeus was a tax collector;
a shill, a heavy, and a thug for the Romans. Raised as a Jew, he had
become the ultimate traitor to his heritage and his history. And not
only was he a tax collector, he was a chief tax collector. He oversaw a
major toll collection point in Jericho where every item on the trade
route was taxed. Heavy taxes. Unfair taxes. He was the architect
of—quite literally—highway robbery. Zacchaeus was the worst of
the worst, universally hated by those he had stolen from.
There. Down that street the crowd had mostly come to a
standstill and the numbers had swelled. He heard shouts, cheers.
From this distance it was hard to tell who was happy to see Jesus
and who wanted him to move on to the next village. Zacchaeus
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Introduction  15
started down the alley, trying to visually separate the crowd from
the one they were crowding to see. He crouched low. He stood on
his tiptoes. He even added in a couple of undignified hops just for
good measure.
Nothing.
For all of Zacchaeus’s political stature, he had very little
physical stature. All of the clout in the world couldn’t add to his
height, and Zach was a small man indeed. But he wanted just one
peek. One glimpse of the local celebrity was all he needed. One
glance at the one who was changing the face of Judea. But try as
he might, Zacchaeus couldn’t get to Jesus because of the crowd.







In the church world, we all deal with crowds. Oh sure, some crowds
are larger than others. Whether you’re a sprawling metropolitan
megachurch or a small-town storefront start-up, crowds are a part
of church life. If you’re a church leader, every weekend you have to
walk in with a plan to deal with the crowds. Whether it’s organizing
a fleet of parking shuttles or just feeding another quarter into a
parking meter, part of our mission when we gather corporately is
to greet and treat people well.
If you look over the landscape of the modern-day church and
the small mountain of resources that have been produced on how to
do church, you will find some disparity when it comes to handling
crowds. Some churches love crowds. Some tolerate them. Some
view newly arriving guests as an afterthought, and some hold them
as the focus of the weekend plan.
Before I continue, I need to take a moment to define what I
mean by crowd, because after all, if I’m going to be talking about
the concept over the course of this book, you need to know who
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16  People Are the Mission
I’m referring to. Back in the mid-1990s Rick Warren wrote a book
called The Purpose Driven Church (maybe you’ve heard of it; I hear
it sold a few copies). In it he separated the terms community and
crowd.1 Community—by Warren’s definition—is the pool of lost
people surrounding your facility who have committed to neither
Jesus nor his church. The crowd would involve everyone who
actually shows up for a weekend service, believer or not.
I agree with that distinction and that definition, but with a
couple of qualifiers. First, we must explicitly state that on any given
Sunday, some people are in your crowd for the very first time. They
have made their way from the community, having deliberately
chosen to accept an invitation, seek out a church, “find religion,”
or act on any number of motivations that has made them take a
step—toward friendship, Jesus, meaning, purpose, whatever. And
there is a substantial difference between a first-time guest and a
second-time guest. A first-timer is seeing everything with new eyes.
They’re absorbing it all, processing it all, and yes, even critiquing
it all. A second-timer—though still doing a lot of processing—has
made an internal shift. As Nelson Searcy says, “Many first-time
guests are dragged into church by someone else. . . . When they
decide to return for a second time, it’s usually out of their own
volition.”2
So we must not forget that every weekend is someone’s first
weekend. Remembering this raises the stakes for those who continue Jesus’s work. It reminds us of the importance of treating every
member of the crowd as if it’s their first time, because for some
it is. But that raises the second qualifier, which is acknowledging
the razor-thin edge between crowd and community. One minute
before a guest steps onto your church property, they are a part of
the community. And if you do a poor job of welcoming them, if
they feel ignored or unloved, if you don’t proceed with due diligence
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in following up with them and building a relationship with them,
they will go right back to being a part of the community. No second
chances. No do-overs. You have one opportunity to bring them
into the fold, and unless you steward that opportunity well, they
may not ever come back.
So while I am grateful for Warren’s crowd definition, I think we
must pay special attention to the newest fringes of the crowd. Are
your longtime members important? Yep. Should you pay attention
to the faithful who have been there for decades? You betcha. Does
every person who shows up every weekend deserve to be treated
with grace and dignity? Absolutely. But I’m afraid that we can love
those whom we know to the detriment of those whom we don’t yet
know. Our attention doesn’t have to be on either/or. The thrust of
this book is to elevate intentionality toward those coming for the
first time, but also to show that intentionality can’t just be driven
by the staff; it must be championed by the congregation. We must
raise the guest awareness culture in our churches so our fifty-year
veterans can demonstrate the love of Jesus to those who have been
around for five minutes.
As long as I am defining things, let me toss in my intentions
for one more term. You will notice that throughout these pages,
I use the word guest quite liberally. I use it to refer to anyone who
shows up at your church at any time. Charter member or first-timer,
out-of-towner or longtime neighbor, lead pastor or brand-new
volunteer—they all are your guests and should be treated as such.
Thinking of everyone as a guest changes the mind-set of a congregation. Right here at the beginning of the book, I beg you to
steer clear of the dreaded “v word.” Don’t label people as visitors,
honor them as guests. As Gary McIntosh wisely puts it, “There is
a difference. . . . Visitors are often unwanted; guests are expected.
Visitors just show up; guests are invited. Visitors are expected to
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18  People Are the Mission
leave; guests are expected to stay. Visitors come one time; guests
return again.”3
So there are guests, and then there are first-time guests. I’ll do
my best to explicitly state the difference as we go. And in both of
those categories, we’ll have even more subcategories. You’ll likely
encounter a hodgepodge of believers, nonbelievers, saints, skeptics,
hostiles, agnostics, atheists, unconvinced, and seekers.* 4

TWO TYPES OF CHURCHES
Before we jump ahead, let’s return to the original question: How
do churches respond to crowds? More specifically, how does your
church respond to crowds? What is the typical mind-set when it
comes to dealing with the guests God sends your way? The range of
answers is as varied as the range of churches: no two congregations
treat their guests in exactly the same way. But for the purposes of
this introduction, I’m going to pull out a really broad brush and
paint caricatures of two types of churches and their respective
views of caring for guests. I know, I know: the “broad brush” thing
is dangerous. I am running the risk of mislabeling churches and
maligning friends. But hang on until the end of the paint job and
I’ll attempt to bring some balance to the conversation. (Either that
or just go online right now and write a hostile review.†)
Church type number one is the “Experience Is Superficial”
church. We’ll call this First United Memorial Church. First United
is steeped in tradition. They pride themselves on the old ways of
doing church and see themselves as primarily a protective bubble:
it’s okay by them if they keep the saints in and the sinners out.
They like their steeples high and their stained glass conservative.
* The nineties called. They want their church-growth term back.
† Please don’t.
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They tend to be heavy on doctrine and light on delight. Emotional
expression during a church service is frowned upon. A guest service
team would be just so many bells and whistles because, after all,
guests don’t need frills—they just need Jee-EEE-sus. (If you didn’t
grow up in the South, allow me to translate: “Jesus.” The more
traditional you are, the more syllables he gets. It also helps if you
have a little sweat on your upper lip as you bellow his name.)
While we might consider First United as a bubble, they would
claim they are anything but. “We just love everybody” might be
a common theme. They have an active outreach ministry in the
community. They are genuinely concerned about the lost souls in
the shadow of their steeple and truly want to see people come to
faith in Christ. And yet their plan of action doesn’t reflect love so
much as self-protection. In their well-placed and well-intentioned
struggle to elevate their teaching and hold on to their values, they
often fail to take into consideration the “outsider” in their midst.
So while they give careful attention to what they say, they give little
attention to what a guest hears. They may indeed preach truth,
but they don’t accompany it with relational love. Hospitality is
effectively ignored in deference to the “serious business” of worship,
and a guest is left feeling underwhelmed by the experience.
Church type number two is the “Experience Is Central” church.
In some ways they are a reaction to the traditional church. There are
no stuffy-sounding names here, so we’ll call this fellowship “Tribe.”
(Not “Tribe Church.” Not “The Tribe.” Just “Tribe.” One pundit
says that if your church can’t be confused with a designer jeans
store, you’re doing it wrong.5) Tribe meets in a renovated warehouse.
Their pastor wears skinny jeans.* Sometimes he preaches from a
stool. He’s completely bald but has a beard that would make ZZ Top
* Full disclosure: I’m a pastor who wears skinny jeans, just not on purpose. I suspect
it has something to do with the nightly bowl of ice cream.
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20  People Are the Mission
jealous. And Tribe is all about—well, adding you to their tribe. So
they pull out all the stops: handcrafted, fair-trade coffee stations.
Rockin’ band. Parking shuttles. Swirly slides at kids’ check-in. They
want to impact the world for Jesus, so they’re going to do whatever
it takes to make you feel welcome and to get you back.
But there’s a drawback to Tribe’s approach as well. Because
they put such an emphasis on experience, they avoid anything that
would derail the experience. They are careful to design each step in
a way that the feelings of their community come first. They walk
on eggshells when it comes to saying or doing anything that would
draw a line in the cultural sand. They pay attention to every detail,
but in doing so they overlook one crucial detail, and that is that the
gospel must inform everything. Usually it’s not overt: They craft
series around felt needs rather than the exposition of Scripture.
In an attempt to show everyone how welcome they are, they relax
standards for membership and accommodate lifestyles that aren’t
yielded to the lordship of Jesus. And in the end, they end up with
a very friendly place that is fairly hostile toward gospel truth.
As one author succinctly says, “Many congregations are quite
adept at proclaiming the gospel but very inept at welcoming and
assimilating people. Others may be very successful at welcoming
and receiving new members but seldom proclaim the gospel.”6
See? I warned you that I’d be painting these two types of
churches with a broad brush. And maybe that didn’t bother you
too much when you were reading the caricature of the “other guy.”
You sit on the opposite side of the fence from a church like First
United Memorial and you’re still chuckling over the “they like their
stained glass conservative” line.* You know churches like that in
your city, and you know they aren’t doing a great job of invading the
* Ain’t gonna lie. I’m particularly proud of that one.
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darkness because they’re so busy huddling in the light. Or maybe
you know of a church exactly like Tribe, and you’re suspicious of
their lack of commitment to theology and their reckless grab for
relevancy. You’re afraid they have traded in historical Christian
tradition for a gimmick-f illed sermonette, and you’re afraid that
if the unbelievers of your town attend that church, they’ll be no
better off than if they had simply stayed home.
But before you get upset over my characterizations*—or allow
yourself to be painted into one particular corner—recognize that
a little bit of both First United and Tribe exists in all of us. Rarely
can we find a church that falls completely in one camp or another.
To assume that seeker-driven churches have no theologians or that
tradition-centered churches have no warmth is wildly erroneous.
Both sides have strengths and weaknesses. And all of us have our
go-to characteristics of the other guys that we like to villainize,
when in reality we can carry those elements into our own ministries.
We all have blind spots in the way we approach ministry, and we
can all acknowledge shortfalls in the model we choose.
The irony is, nobody thinks they are in either extreme. Tribe
looks across town at First United and says, “Wow, if a traditional group of stick-in-the-mud fundies ever existed, they’re it.”
Meanwhile, the people at the proverbial First United are thinking,
“Well yeah, we’re traditional, but we’re not nearly as bad as Very First
United down the street. Those people still do Gregorian chants.”
No matter where you fall on the scale, someone believes you’re
somewhere different on the scale than where you believe you are.
I get it. Broad brushstrokes over differing church models can
be frustrating (maybe a little infuriating). My point is that we are
all the two churches. We all have the tendency to slide into the
* “Who’s upset? I’M NOT UPSET!” (throws book across room)
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caricatures we despise. When we eschew tradition and promote our
“new ways,” we must remember that today’s new ways are simply
tomorrow’s traditions. When we look down on a church that is too
accommodating to people’s feelings, we have to acknowledge the
ineffective ministries in our church that still exist because—well,
because we don’t want to hurt someone’s feelings. Because the
people we are trying to reach won’t remain static, we can’t remain
static in our particular approaches to ministry. As their worldview
evolves and changes, the way we speak into their lives must change
as well. As the old adage goes, we should be rigid with the message
but flexible with our methods.
The two parts of this book are set up to address two types
of focus our churches must have when it comes to guest services.
In part 1, “Looking Out,” we’ll cover outward hospitality: the
community-facing ministry of our churches. You’ll see the necessity
of our corporate worship services being set up with our own cities
in mind, the importance of thinking through every detail on behalf
of our guests, and the beauty that is experienced when we reclaim
hospitality as a gospel apologetic.
In part 2, “Looking In”, we’ll turn the focus to inward discipleship: the gut check we must undergo if we’re going to pursue
gospel-fueled hospitality. Being less offensive to outsiders may mean
that you offend a few insiders. I hope to show you how knowing
who you are as a church can affect both outreach and inreach, what
to do when your new style of hospitality brings angry people out
of the woodwork, and how to help navel-gazers adapt an “others
first” mind-set.
As you read, I’ll be introducing you to a few seemingly disparate characters. You’ve already met Zacchaeus, our vertically
challenged friend who just wanted a glimpse of Jesus. He’ll make
recurring appearances throughout the book and will be joined by
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a media mogul and a self-righteous farm boy. Through these three
characters—both biblical and historical—my goal is to show you the
varying degrees in how we approach those who are on the outside,
and how Jesus embodies the perfect approach.
Throughout the book you’ll be challenged to view your weekend attendees as one of the three types of people we commonly find
in our congregations. There are consumers, those who are a part of
Warren’s “community or crowd” definition. These are the people
we’re called to reach, the ones who don’t yet have a relationship
with Christ or his church. Don’t get too hung up on the consumers
term just yet; I’ll cover it in more detail in chapter 1. There are also
communers, the card-carrying members of the church. These are
your pew dwellers, your faithful, your regulars. They have strong
relationships with one another, they are usually strong givers, and
in many ways they serve as the backbone of your congregation.
And finally, there are the commissioned. Leaving people in one of
the first two categories is never enough. To truly be a church on
mission, we have to move from “What’s in it for me?” to “Who
is the Holy Spirit calling me to befriend?” (While we might view
“consumers” as spiritually immature, the “What’s in it for me?”
question is a natural one for those entering our churches with
baggage from the past.)
As we move through these two areas of focus and three types
of people, I pray that God would open our eyes to see clearly where
we stand. My goal is that we will recognize both where we are and
where our congregations are. If people are the mission, then let us
blaze a trail to show that guest-centric and gospel-centric churches
are not at opposite ends of the spectrum. Honoring the stranger
doesn’t stand at odds with honoring the Savior. People are indeed
the mission that Christ has called us to, and if we focus on people,
we can help people focus on the gospel.
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And behold, there was a man named Zacchaeus. He was a chief
tax collector and was rich. And he was seeking to see who Jesus
was, but on account of the crowd he could not. (Luke 19:2–3)
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LOOKING OUT

The crowd refused to move, and Zacchaeus refused to leave. He
could just barely see the top of Jesus’s head: one moment the celebrity was bending down to touch someone who couldn’t stand, the
next he was lifting a squealing, giggling toddler into the air. And
all of this made Zacchaeus all the more desperate to see Jesus. So
with a quick calculation of the miracle worker’s next move, he
decided to get ahead of the crowd for an up-close view.
But the crowd had the same idea. With every step forward,
more people appeared. Throngs came out of homes, out of businesses, out of side streets, out of nowhere and everywhere all at the
same time to investigate the fuss, noise, shouting, and jubilation.
Elbows and rumps and bobbing heads wedged Zacchaeus out and
drove his frustration deeper. This was his now-or-never moment.
He was going to catch a glimpse of Jesus one way or another.
If you asked him later, I wonder what Zacchaeus would have
said about his encounter with Jesus. Would he have remembered the
details of hiking up his robe and planting his foot on the trunk of
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the tree? Could he accurately replay his thought process of getting
from ground level to above-the-crowd level? Maybe he would tell
you he’s not sure how he scaled the first few feet of the trunk to
reach the bottom branch. Perhaps he would remark that he’s never
been a tree climber. That people like him shouldn’t be tree climbers.
That tax collectors—chief tax collectors, especially—shouldn’t be
tree climbers. People like him certainly don’t shimmy up trees.
But desperate chief tax collectors like Zacchaeus sometimes throw
caution to the wind and end up shimmying anyway. They let their
desires win out over their dignity.
I’d guess that what Zacchaeus could tell you was that there
was a brief moment—right after he perched on that limb but right
before Jesus came into view—when his adrenaline gave way to
apprehension. He could remember vividly the moment of doubt,
the moment of self-consciousness, the moment when he looked
around to see just how many people were watching, laughing,
pointing at, whispering about, and snickering over the little man
in the tree. He would tell you that even in his mental postmortem
of the moment, he wasn’t sure what he expected to gain by seeing
Jesus. He just knew that he wanted to see him.







We’re surrounded by people like Zacchaeus. Every day we bump
elbows with people in a state of desperation. Granted, most wouldn’t
describe it that way; in fact, most would deny that description. After
all, they don’t feel desperate. They’re happy with their lifestyle
and with their choices. Nevertheless, even they might admit that
something always feels a bit off, something seems to be missing,
something rings a bit hollow. Sometimes that emptiness shows up
in the pursuit of more. Perhaps it’s more relationships, more stuff,
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more job status, more free time, more cash in the bank. Maybe it’s
an adrenaline-fueled rush that causes the modern-day Zacchaeus
to plant his foot on the trunk of a tree and start climbing and
see . . . something . . . experience something, own something, gain
something that will patch the emptiness.
People may tell you what they want: security. Safety. Status.
Love. A sense of belonging. Freedom. Self-fulfillment. What they
can’t often articulate is what they need: the deeper holes that can’t
be filled by the stuff of earth. And that’s not just the proverbial
“them.” It’s all of us. We tend to be a bit myopic when it comes
to our wants versus our needs, our what’s near versus what’s best.
Often we find ourselves sitting on a tree branch second-g uessing
our last move and trying to guess the next one. Self-fulfillment is
precluded by self-consciousness as we furtively look around to see
who is staring at us, judging us, laughing at us, taking pity on us.
Sometimes those tree-branch moments lead people on a spiritual journey, one in which they are looking for hope in religion or
in God or in a new set of moral codes. And sometimes that journey
takes them to church. Not “Church,” as in capital C church, the
Church universal, but “church,” the building down the street from
their house, the gathering their coworker has been pestering them
to attend, the place where they hope they can get things sorted
out and maybe clear their heads and perhaps find some answers.
When they come, what do they see? When they encounter the
crowd, will they have a clear view? When they perch on their tree
branch, will they look down just to see people looking up who are
really looking down on them?
Those are the questions that those of us inside the church may
ask about the proverbial “them” outside of the church. But if you’re a
church person—an insider—maybe the better question for you and
for me is this: How are we doing at looking out for the outsider?
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CHAPTER 1

The Gospel Is Offensive.
Nothing Else Should Be
We live in a society where people are easily offended.
We tend to get riled up over just about anything: political
scandals, social justice, dietary preferences. Song lyrics, public
school curriculum, beer commercials. Cultural norms, water cooler
conversations, social media posts. From animal rights to abortion
and global warming to gluten sensitivities, we all have a hill that
we’re willing to die on and we can’t wait to throw a verbal punch
at anyone who may disagree.
I’m not sure when it became fashionable to get our collective
jumpers in a bunch over every potential disagreement that’s out
there. Maybe I should start by blaming my own generation.* I hit
my elementary school stride in the late 1970s and early ’80s. Those
of us on the tail end of Gen X started well. We ushered out the
era of Brady Bunch collars and bell-bottoms (you’re welcome).
We said good-bye to lava lamps and hello to Cabbage Patch Kids
(I’m sorry). We were the Coke versus Pepsi generation, the kids
who saw Reagan get shot and the Challenger explode, the group
who was scared to death of nuclear war when we weren’t too busy
* Sorry guys. Our parachute pants looked awesome, though.

29
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hurling our Rubik’s Cubes across the shag-carpeted living room
in frustration.
But we may also have been the first generation to grow up in
Bubble Wrap. Somewhere along the line we stopped riding our
bikes in the streets after dark and started barricading ourselves
behind closed doors while scary news shows told us about the scary
things we didn’t know we should be scared of. When we scraped a
knee, we no longer were told just to rub some dirt on it or walk it
off, but also to get booster shots to ward off infection and maybe
toss in an MRI for good measure.
And beyond the basics of safety and health, we somehow
stumbled into Bubble-Wrapping our feelings. We were inspired to
find our inner voice. We were told that we were special and unique.*
We started using terms like self-esteem and personal worth. We were
told that we were snowflakes.
Precious.
If I’m honest, a part of me understands this. As a parent of four
children, I think there’s merit in cautiously guiding our kids and
leading ourselves in a world gone mad. But can you agree with me
that we’ve gone a little overboard? You don’t have to spend more
than a few minutes on Facebook or in the comments section on
any webpage to discover that the Bubble-Wrapped generation has
grown up. We lurk in the shadows, watching for an opportunity
to get our feelings hurt over some poorly worded phrase or poorly
executed campaign. We apply our politically correct rules and postmodern assessments to decide what will and will not fly in regard
to culture, religion, whatever. We cry “foul” over the slightest hint
of the slightest offense that may or may not be out there waiting to
squash our inner voice and threaten the fragility of our self-esteem.
* Just like everyone else.
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We’ve even invented a word for these offenses: microaggressions.
It’s a term that sounds almost adorable, like a tiny teacup Chihuahua
with huge eyes and a high-pitched bark. Except that when you
offend the Chihuahua you realize that he represents a consortium
of pit bulls and Rottweilers who would love nothing more than
to chew your face off and then publicly shame you in the media.
Keeping up with the terminology we’re supposed to use has
almost become a game. I can never remember if I should call
my congresspersons to complain about the challenges facing the
underresourced persons of size who may be dietetically impaired,
or if that’s more a conversation I have with my significant other
gender-different life partner.*
Here’s the point: people get offended over lots of things. I certainly have my own proclivities that you might find silly. Some of
you may have already gotten offended at this chapter, and we’re
just a couple of pages in.† We may be able to do little to counter
the offenses people decide to take on, but we can certainly do our
part not to add to the pile.
There is a flip side of the offense coin, and that’s the “make
everybody happy” issue of tolerance. American culture loves tolerance. It’s the buzzword that keeps school systems in line and fuels
politicians’ speeches. Because tolerance is so easy—except when it’s
not. Like when people aren’t tolerant of the things we want them
to be tolerant of. And when the tolerance police refuse to tolerate
those who don’t show tolerance, then it just gets silly.
When it comes to religious tolerance, John Piper has this to say:
Once upon a time tolerance was the power that kept lovers of

competing faiths from killing each other. It was the principle
* Not that there’s anything wrong with that.
† Please don’t ask for a refund. I’ll behave. I promise.
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that put freedom above forced conversion. It was rooted in the
truth that coerced conviction is no conviction. That is true
tolerance. But now the new professional tolerance denies that

there are any competing faiths; they only complement each
other. It denounces not only the effort to force conversions

but also the idea that any conversion may be necessary. It
holds the conviction that no religious conviction should claim

superiority over another. In this way, peaceful parity among
professionals can remain intact, and none need be persecuted
for the stumbling block of the cross (Gal. 5:11).1

Churches should be a safe place for the offended and a challenging place for the tolerant. The weekend gathering should point
people beyond their preferences and peculiarities and to the life-
changing power of God. It should be a time when we collectively
come together to see that our individual story is just a tiny speck in
the grander story of God’s design for humanity. When the people of
God assemble, it should be less about grumbling, less about “Let’s
all just get along,” and more about the grandeur of Jesus.
There’s just one small problem.
Typically, church people are among the worst when it comes
to taking offense. We love to get offended when our nonbelieving
friends and neighbors say or do anything that we perceive as an
attack on our faith. We are quick to cry, “Persecution!” when our
employer kindly asks us to stop passing out tracts or a Christian
movie gets a bad review after a public release.* We are quick to
ostracize our friends when their political proclivities don’t line up
toe to toe with our religious persuasion. In an age of outrage, we’ve
forgotten the subtle, fragrant aroma of graciousness.
* “You hated that movie because it was Christian!” “No, I hated it because the writing,
acting, dialogue, photography, and special effects were so awful they’d make baby Jesus cry.”
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That’s why it can be hard for us to see how Christian culture—
and more specifically, our weekend gatherings—can be perceived
as offensive to those on the outside. Because of our thin skin, we
tend to view the weekend worship experience as our refuge from
the world. We get to sing our songs, listen to our stories, sit in our
pews, and do things our way. We fence ourselves off and barricade
ourselves in against those evildoers on the outside. And we are a
people who have become familiarly comfortable with the way we
do things. Our traditions—for good or for bad—are our traditions.
But we need to avoid assuming that because churches are
modern, progressive, or cutting edge, they’re any less traditional.
Though you may slap new paint on old ways and give them a different name, you can still become entrenched in the way things are
done in your particular fellowship. A drum set can be as much of a
sacred cow as a pipe organ. Small groups can become as untouchable
as Sunday school. And for that reason, we tend to protect our
methods pretty fiercely. We dress them up in robes and liturgy.
We modernize and rebrand them. We hold on to history or blaze
new trails. Whatever you do, you probably are doing it because you
think that’s the best way. It’s your way.
But is it something your surrounding community can understand? If someone comes into your church as a first-time guest, can
they break through those traditions, decipher the secret handshake,
and figure out your cultural code? Are your weekend services set
up to serve you and those like you, or are they set up so guests see
Jesus on display and are invited to engage with him? Do you meet
people where they are, or must they work to crack the perimeter
and get inside? We must remember that what is traditional for
insiders can prove confusing for outsiders.
Is your church a chasm for seekers or a catalyst to Jesus?
Answering this question in a way that is welcoming to those
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on the outside means learning to deal with offenses. If people are
offended by their experience at your church, they aren’t likely to give
you a second hearing. If their offense is at the forefront, then the
message of the gospel fades into the background. You can resource
thousands of dollars, dozens of leaders, and hundreds of volunteers
for an excellent weekend experience, but if a guest is offended by
what you say before the service, what you do during the service,
or how you do it, you may never get a chance to build a relationship with them. Worse, you may turn them off to a relationship
with Jesus.

OFFENSES MATTER
“Hang on,” you might say.* “Are you proposing that we have to
anticipate and respond to every offense out there? Have you read the
first part of your own chapter? People get offended over everything.
How can a church possibly cater to every personality quirk and
oversensitive soul that comes through our doors?”
Your objection is a valid one, and we’ll unpack it in just a
moment. But before we get there, we have to acknowledge that
offenses really do matter. These are real issues for real people.
You don’t have to agree with those issues. You don’t even have to
understand them. You just have to realize they’re out there and they
could be the thing that drives a person away from your church.
When my oldest son Jacob was just a little guy, he was terrified
of people in costumes. Minor league ball games, Disney World,
store grand openings—any place that had a character in an oversized head would send him into a panic. One year we took him
to Chuck E. Cheese’s for his birthday. Bad mistake. Every twenty
* Why are you talking out loud to a book? That’s weird.
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minutes an oversized rodent with massive teeth emerged from
backstage to the delight of kids throughout the restaurant. Well,
all of the kids besides Jacob, who had barricaded himself beneath
the table and had a death grip on my shins.
Try as we might, we couldn’t convince Jacob that there was a
real person in that mouse costume. We would prep him to meet the
mouse, explain to him that there was nothing to be afraid of, try to
ease into the encounter from across the room. It didn’t matter. We
were guaranteed that somewhere between the last slice of pepperoni
pizza and the first token in the Skee-Ball machine, our son was
going to be flat on the floor in sheer terror.*
Seeing all of this as an adult, I knew that my son’s fear was
irrational. I knew that Chuck E. was likely a kid working his way
through college from the interior of a rat suit. I knew that he would
do my child no harm and was probably more scared of him than
the other way around. But to Jacob, his fear was real. The offense
was tangible. And it wasn’t going away just because I couldn’t
understand it.†
The same is true for guests at your church. There are things that
you do that offend, bother, or irritate them, and you can’t simply
write off their offenses, their prejudices, and their preconceived
ideas. And make no mistake: guests can and will object over everything from intolerance to inattention, from doctrinal stances to
denominational practices. They will get offended over phrases you
use, rudeness they perceive, or a spirit of narrow-mindedness they
sense in the way you speak and act. Regardless of whether you think
their objections are justified, they are still their objections. They are
real issues for real people, and you really have to acknowledge and
* “Happy birthday, son. Here’s a gift card for a future therapy session.”
† Fast-forward a dozen years to Jacob’s first job, where he had a stint at a local
Chick-fil-A as their cow mascot. The Lord indeed works in moo-steer-i-ous ways.
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understand them if you hope to project a welcoming environment
for your guests and greet them with the hospitality of the gospel.
If people are the mission, then dealing with those objections
and offenses are all a part of the mission.
Not long ago a family visited our church for the first time. If
maritime accidents could be compared to a guest experience, this
was the sinking of the Titanic. They arrived late—well after the
service started—and because our team had already been reduced to
a skeleton crew, they had a hard time finding convenient parking.
They dropped their preschool-aged children off to a busy classroom
that was already under way. They had missed a good portion of
the service, so they had no idea what was happening or why. There
was no context to help them acclimate to what was happening.
And shortly after they were seated, their infant needed a diaper
change. Mom walked the length of our building, looking in vain
for a changing station. When she went to check on her preschool
child in the kids’ area, she was told she couldn’t enter without her
pickup tag, which she had left in the auditorium. As you might
guess, it all ended with Mom having an emotional blowup directed
toward a kids’ staff person and a clear declaration that this was the
worst experience she had ever had anywhere.
Let’s analyze this experience, shall we? Our team blew it on
some points; and the guests didn’t do themselves any favors on
others. First, the guests were late, then angry when they couldn’t find
front-row parking and preferred seating. “It’s their own fault!” you
say. Well, sure. But we could have done a much better job coming
alongside them as they got out of the car, acting as advocates rather
than being aggravated that they were late. Second, Mom couldn’t
find a changing table. “Well, why didn’t she ask someone?” you
say. Again, good point. But on the flip side, we could have been
proactive in watching for people who left the service and needed
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a hand. Had we been on the ball, she would have known that a
changing table was just a few feet across the lobby in the restrooms.
Third, Mom was upset over the delay in checking on her preschooler.
“But we had good reason for not allowing her back with the kids!”
And yes, we did. But we could have led in our response with some
assistance (“I’d be happy to walk back with you”) rather than the
rules (“Without a pickup sticker, you can’t come back here by
yourself ”). We could have helped her to see why our actions were
actually for the good of her child.
Are our security procedures for the children’s area important?
You bet. Can we hold the start of the service for someone who will
be twenty minutes late? Not likely. But even in our structure, we can
design an experience that accommodates people who need a little
extra assistance. Our guests in this scenario were already having a
bad morning and were probably more prone to spot the problems.
But here is the key point we need to remember: if we are ministering
to our guests out of a gospel-centric mind-set, we won’t just react. We’ll
lead with grace in an attempt to demonstrate the kindness of Jesus.
Ignoring the potential to offend is itself offensive. It communicates to people that you care more about protecting your old ways
than preparing for guests. It rings of exclusivity, not inclusivity.
It gives guests a reason to write off your church, because you are
giving them exactly what they expect: you are internally focused,
unfriendly, shut off from the outside world.

BE OFFENDED OVER THE RIGHT THINGS
But let me be clear. I’m not trying to convince you that your worship
services or your church structure should become a sterile environment where you don’t take stands on important issues or where you
never proclaim absolutes. Neutrality leads to all sorts of doctrinal
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rabbit holes where universalism reigns and truth is abstract. No.
Certain things about some church services will offend some people.
There’s no getting around that. I’m simply arguing that we decide
to be strategic about how and why we offend people. We want them
to be offended over the right things. As Tim Keller says, “This is
not avoiding the bold proclamation of the truth; rather, it is leading
with the offense of the gospel instead of with the truths that are
predicated on the gospel.”2
And when we read the Gospels, we see that Jesus did just that.
You can scarcely read any chapter in Matthew, Mark, Luke, or
John without realizing that a large part of Jesus’s ministry involved
alienating the people around him. The religious types hated him.
The Romans didn’t understand him. His brothers didn’t believe
in him. Even his disciples said that his teachings were difficult
and hard to believe.*
So Jesus didn’t operate out of a “Let’s just all get along” mentality. He said that he had come to set a man against his father,
a daughter against her mother, and a daughter-in-law against her
mother-in-law (Matthew 10:35). He had a habit of showing up at
pastors conferences and giving them affectionate nicknames like
hypocrites, children of hell, blind guides, whitewashed tombs, and
vipers (Matthew 23). He labeled one of his closest friends Satan and
his Jewish brethren the sons of the devil (Mark 8:33; John 8:44).
The red letters of the New Testament bleed with patently offensive
declarations said by a man we call the Prince of Peace.
But Jesus’s offensive statements weren’t accidental. They had
a purpose. He used offense to shock the self-righteous with their
own depravity, to give the hopeless outsiders a glimpse of hope, and
to turn a centuries-old religious system on its head as he ushered
* Youth pastors, take heart: you’re more like Jesus than you thought.
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in a new kingdom. That couldn’t be done by tiptoeing around
the real problems with the religious establishment. It couldn’t be
implemented through seven steps to Your Best Judaism Now. The
problems couldn’t be solved by avoiding conflict and embracing
political correctness. Jesus not only embodied truth, he spoke truth.
And the truth that he spoke frequently offended and sometimes
cut deep.
Consider the account recorded in Luke 4:14–30. Jesus had
recently returned from the wilderness, where he had fasted for
forty days and endured temptations hurled at him by Satan. Now
he was starting his pulpit supply ministry in Galilee, going from
synagogue to synagogue to teach on the Sabbath. Scripture tells us
that as he taught, he was being “glorified by all” (v. 15) and gaining
popularity in the region. He was the hot new speaker on the Jewish
circuit: all the conference organizers were knocking at his door,
publicists lined up to represent him, and publishers drafted up book
deals. Hebrew bookstores had already designed the coffee mugs
with his face on them. Everybody wanted on the Jesus bandwagon.
And when he showed up in his hometown of Nazareth, it was
no different. One Sabbath morning Jesus was attending services
with his family. I imagine that Mary, being a good Jewish mother,
elbowed him as he sat beside her in the pew and whispered, “Such
a good boy you are. You should go up there and read the scroll.
Rebecca’s son read the scroll last week. You know I’ve always loved
to hear you read the scroll.”
So Jesus stood up, walked down front, took the scroll of Isaiah
off of the scroll shelf, and began to read:
“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
because he has anointed me
to proclaim good news to the poor.
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He has sent me to proclaim liberty to the captives
and recovering of sight to the blind,
to set at liberty those who are oppressed,
to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.” (Luke 4:18–19)
And then he sat down. What follows is one of the most dramatic
sentences in the New Testament:
And the eyes of all in the synagogue were fixed on him. (v. 20)

Silence. Not a word was spoken. It was a holy moment.
Somewhere beneath a bench, a cricket chirped.
Jesus, sensing the tension and feeling the stares, looked up,
made eye contact with those around him, and spoke again, deliberately, slowly: “Today this Scripture has been fulfilled in your
hearing” (v. 21).
This would have been the moment that I would have chosen to
drop the scroll and walk offstage, but I trust that Jesus knew what
he was doing. Verse 22 tells us that the crowd ate that right up: “All
spoke well of him and marveled at the gracious words that were
coming from his mouth. And they said, ‘Is this not Joseph’s son?’ ”
The hometown boy had made them proud. Jesus, the boy
next door. Jesus, the son of the carpenter. Something about his
demeanor as he read, something about his graciousness as he spoke,
something about his humility intermingled with authority grabbed
the attention of the crowd. Whispers began to echo through the
meeting space: “I knew he’d make something of himself one day.”
“I bet he’s going to do great things.” “His brother James should
aspire to be more like him.”
And then, seizing an opportunity to take it one step further
and shake up their Sabbath, he spoke again:
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“Doubtless you will quote to me this proverb, ‘“Physician, heal
yourself.” What we have heard you did at Capernaum, do here

in your hometown as well.” ’ And he said, “Truly, I say to you,

no prophet is acceptable in his hometown. But in truth, I tell
you, there were many widows in Israel in the days of Elijah,

when the heavens were shut up three years and six months,
and a great famine came over all the land, and Elijah was

sent to none of them but only to Zarephath, in the land of
Sidon, to a woman who was a widow. And there were many

lepers in Israel in the time of the prophet Elisha, and none of
them was cleansed, but only Naaman the Syrian.” (vv. 23–27)

In other words, “Truth has come to Nazareth. The Messiah is
here. A prophet stands in your midst. You’ve had other prophets,
a string of them, but you’ve rejected them. Remember Elijah? He
could have fed all the widows of Bethel, but they wouldn’t believe.
Remember Elisha? He could have healed all of the lepers in Israel,
but your lack of faith prevented it. And so the God of Israel gave
his food to a Sidonian and his grace to a Syrian.” In one fell swoop,
Jesus told the chosen people that God was taking his blessing
beyond their borders. He was expanding his reach to the people
the chosen people hated. He was going from the promised land to
the land inhabited by so-called infidels and foreigners.
Okay, so maybe that was the time to drop the scroll. The crowd
gasped. His brothers’ mouths hung open. The presiding rabbi
canceled the closing worship song. And pandemonium ensued
in the place where Jesus had grown up. The man who had been
Nazareth’s favorite son a few moments earlier was now public enemy
number one. The crowd at the synagogue seethed with wrath and
seized the heretic, buying him a one-way ticket out of town and
escorting him to a scenic drop off the nearest cliff.
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I have to assume he never got his honorarium check.
Jesus didn’t let the history and tradition of his Hebrew audience
stand in the way of truth. He didn’t allow niceties and social graces
to interfere with the revolution. Standing on this side of the gospel
story, it’s easy to excuse Jesus’s words that day because we know they
were necessary and true. But that didn’t make them less offensive
to his hearers.
My guess is that two thousand years later you still have a few
bruised Jews in your pews. What I mean is that every weekend the
truth claims of Jesus rub people the wrong way. Rather than seeing
him as the prophet he is, they see him as a good teacher. Rather
than the sacrifice for our sins, they see a role model. Rather than
a revolutionary, they see a rabble-rouser. The masses still want a
neatly packaged Jesus who will sit in the corner and behave himself,
not a sovereign Lord who will disrupt their lives.
Rather than the Way, they want a way.
Note, however, that this misinterpretation of Jesus doesn’t catch
him off guard. He’s not wringing his hands in heaven, hoping we’ll
launch a better public relations campaign and push his name up a
few points in the opinion polls. While he established the church
and left it in the hands of his apostles as the primary catalyst for
the Great Commission, he’s not depending on our savvy marketing,
slick brochures, and cutting edge LED screens to make him more
palatable to modern society. As a matter of fact, sometimes our
marketing serves to detract from the message of Jesus rather than
attract people to it.
Exhibit A: judgment houses.
You might remember judgment houses. They were all the rage
of 1990s youth group culture. Every year at Halloween, churches
would transform fellowship halls and Sunday school rooms and
auditoriums into a walk-through drama where melodramatic actors
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played out a story line intended to showcase the horrors of hell and
the glories of heaven.
Judgment houses followed a fairly predictable formula:
Character 1 (popular cheerleader who met Jesus at Bible camp)
and Character 2 (party-loving jock who has no time for religion)
encounter Really Bad Situation (car wreck). Cue the next scene
(hospital emergency room outfitted with a loaner ambulance)
where the demons show up to drag Character 2 to hell (fellowship
hall with lots of screaming; heat turned up to ninety degrees)
and the angels escort Character 1 to heaven (auditorium with lots
of white taffeta, gold tinsel halos, and Third Day playing in the
background).
My problem with judgment houses is not the poorly written
script, poorly acted scenes, or poorly decorated rooms (though all of
those could spark another chapter in this book). No, my issue is that
for every one person who came to faith during a judgment house,
there were likely a hundred who walked away shaking their heads
and rolling their eyes at the perceived corniness of Christianity.
Where we meant well, I’m afraid that we simply reinforced the
skeptics’ belief that Jesus is for out-of-touch people with too much
time and taffeta on their hands.
Now I realize that we could make that argument with just about
any initiative the church has undertaken in its two-thousand-year
history. (Remember the Crusades? Those were fun.) I’m not picking
on judgment houses per se. Someone reading this might have
been the one out of a hundred who came to faith at a judgment
house.* Someone else might have prayed to receive Jesus after eating
the cheap butter cookies and drinking the warm Kool-A id of a
* I actually have a friend who became a believer at one of those “Jesus versus Satan”
overdramatized exhibitions in a wrestling ring. (Spoiler: Jesus gets knocked out, but wait
for it. . . . )
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local vacation Bible school. Still another reader might have been
convicted of their sins after reading a brilliantly worded church
marquee.*
My point is that the modern American church doesn’t always
display the cultural savvy and rhetorical genius of the apostle Paul
at the Areopagus. Too many times we try to dress up the gospel
in trendy clothes and catchy phrases intended to make it more
attractive. We fear that the gospel—left to itself—will be unable
to stand on its own.
Charles Spurgeon had something to say about that. The
nineteenth-century Baptist preacher must have been to one
too many judgment houses in his day. Of the gospel, Spurgeon
remarked,
The Word of God can take care of itself, and will do so if we
preach it, and cease defending it. See you that lion. They have
caged him for his preservation; shut him up behind iron bars
to secure him from his foes! See how a band of armed men

have gathered together to protect the lion. What a clatter

they make with their swords and spears! These mighty men

are intent upon defending a lion. O fools, and slow of heart!
Open that door! Let the lord of the forest come forth free.
Who will dare to encounter him? What does he want with

your guardian care? Let the pure gospel go forth in all its
lion-like majesty, and it will soon clear its own way and ease
itself of its adversaries.3

In other words, when it comes to the gospel, you simply let the
lion do what a lion does.
* I’m kidding, of course. Church signs are pretty much worthless, except for the
fundamental truth that God Answers Knee Mail.
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But before we loose the lion, think for a moment about the
message of the gospel. Think about what the church puts on
display to an unbelieving world. Think about what we as Christians
express to our non-Christian friends and family. The gospel is
the good news that God has done for us what we cannot do for
ourselves, by dying in our place for our sin so that through him
we can have eternal life. This offer of salvation is available to all
who seek it by repentance and faith. So if the gospel is true, then
we can’t preach an “I’m okay, you’re okay” message. We can’t
simply choose to coexist. We can’t all get up the same mountain
on different paths.
No, the Bible proclaims that Jesus is the way, and the truth,
and the life, and no one comes to the Father except through him
(John 14:6). The Bible teaches that every man, woman, and child
under heaven is a sinner separated from God. Our lying tongues,
our cursing mouths, our blood-shedding feet, and our idolatrous
hearts cause us to stand condemned (Romans 3:9–18). Our sins not
only separate us from God on earth but will eventually separate
us for all eternity. Those who do not receive the free gift of Jesus
will spend forever in hell (Revelation 20:15).
That’s not very touchy-feely. As a matter of fact, it’s downright
offensive. Paul noted that offense in 1 Corinthians 1:18: “For the
message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, but
it is God’s power to us who are being saved” (HCSB).
Not “nonsensical.” Foolishness. Not “unclear.” Foolishness. Not
“foggy” or “fuzzy” or “a little bit freaky,” but foolishness.
The gospel doesn’t make sense to people who haven’t yet
received it.
You haven’t forgotten the foolish nature of the gospel, have
you? Have you forgotten the mystery and the seeming insanity
that an invisible God made his Son visible, wrapped him in flesh,
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placed him in a virgin’s womb, and sent him on mission to earth
for thirty-three years?
Have you forgotten that Jesus lived a perfect life, remained 100
percent obedient to his Father, fulfilled his purpose, and went to
a cross meant for a criminal?
Have you forgotten that Jesus died? He died. He remained cold
in the ground until the third day, when God raised him back to life.
Have you forgotten that Jesus died for you? And he died for
you because you desperately needed him to. Without his death,
without his sacrifice, you and I would remain enemies of God and
would eventually be separated from him forever.
You see? Foolishness.
I don’t know about the community where you live, but in my
community, this message gets weirder with each passing year.
Gospel-loving people often find themselves on the receiving end
of hateful taunts or harmless eye rolls, all because we believe a
message that is increasingly countercultural and offensive.*
Some churches have chosen to soften that offense by watering
down the message. Rather than talk about indwelling sin, they
talk about shortcomings and character flaws. Rather than present
Jesus as the truer and better anything, they present twelve keys to
a better you.† The seeker-driven movement has produced quite a
few good conversation points and outreach strategies that I would
agree with, but one of the frequent shortfalls is that it has caged
the lion and robbed the gospel of its power.
Flashy programs and sparkly Sundays will only last so long. As
pastor and author Mark Dever says, “What you win them with is
likely what you’ll win them to.”4 There’s a balance between seeker-
friendly, attractional services and a more reformed, fundamental
* Can anyone say “Christian blogger comment section”? I knew you could!
† Key #4 is teeth-whitening strips—I’m sure of it.
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style of weekend planning. But as that balance is pursued, you have
to choose between “I’m okay, you’re okay” and checking the length
of sinners’ hemlines as they come through the door.*
That’s why I say that though the gospel offends, nothing else
should. By the time a guest gets to their seat and listens to the
message being preached, we should have done everything possible
to pave the way with rose petals and puppy fur. In other words, we
should implement the biblical virtue of hospitality at an institutional level to better proclaim and display the gospel.
For your congregation, that may mean a parking team that
attempts to place people in the same zip code as the service they’re
attending. It may mean a first-time-g uest tent staffed with your
very best greeters to act as advocates on behalf of the guest. It may
mean a team that is trained to anticipate, design, and respond to
every part of the guest experience. In some venues it may mean
a friendly volunteer serving hot coffee and muffins.† It means an
eye-catching, warm and friendly kids’ area so that parents don’t
feel like they’re dropping their kids off in a gray cinder-block room
lined with 1960s era flannelgraphs.
Some would argue that such accommodating reinforces a
me-centered mind-set. But move it from a corporate to a personal
level, and you’ll see that this argument doesn’t wash. God is not
glorified in your personal hospitality when you invite someone to
your home but give them poor directions, a cold fast-food meal,
and a halfhearted conversation while your mangy dog sniffs them
from head to toe. You would never treat a guest in your home
that way. Why on earth would you treat a guest at your church
that way?5
The hospitality of a church can remove hurdles to the reception
* Too short = you cause others to stumble. Too long = you cause yourself to stumble.
† Not just the muffin stumps. (See also “Seinfeld, Jerry.”)
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of the gospel and encourage faith. And on the flip side, a cold,
unfriendly church contradicts the gospel message.6
We don’t have to choose between dumbing down the gospel
and being self-righteous, sanctimonious jerks. Pastors should continue to preach the unfiltered gospel, running the risk of offending
people with their sin and shocking them with the unending love of
Jesus. But we should also set the table in such a way that nothing
apart from the gospel offends them. You see, the order of the gospel
is important when it comes to guest services. We lead with grace
and love, because it was grace and love that changed our own
hearts. We don’t ask our guests to clean themselves up before we’re
willing to love them; we just love them. Seek to create the kind
of environment where your guests will say, “I don’t necessarily
agree with what I heard, but I’ll never forget how graciously I was
treated.” That hospitality-soaked environment can eventually turn
cold hearts warm and lead people to Christ.
I’ve seen this principle illustrated with a couple at our church.
Blair and Aubrey didn’t grow up in Christian homes. In fact, both
of their families are skeptical of the church. So when Blair and
Aubrey eventually became believers, their decision to follow Jesus
was met with a few eye rolls and whispers of somebody “drinking
the Kool-A id.”
In the ensuing years, Blair and Aubrey frequently shared the
gospel and invited their parents to church, but they never took the
couple up on their offer. Until the first grandchild came along.
What invitations and pleas can’t always do, a grandbaby usually can.
Blair’s mom flew in for the weekend and decided to tag along for her
grandson’s first morning at church. It was a dismal, rainy Sunday.
I think monsoon is the word I’m looking for. But on that particular
morning, we had a team of volunteers armed with umbrellas helping
guests get in out of the rain. I’ll let Blair pick up the story here:
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We were greeted by a parking team member with no umbrella

but a smile on his face and a walkie-talkie in his hand, show-

ing us the way to the drop zone in front of the auditorium.
We were then greeted (much to my mom’s amazement) by a

team of folks with umbrellas waiting to help my mom, wife,
and infant out of the car and into the church.

Needless to say, my mom was really impressed. This

top-shelf level of service continued all the way to our seats

on the front left side of the church. There was a special touch
of care from door to door.

We talk about the importance of showing God’s love

from the moment one of the volunteers sees a guest. It could
not have been more evident than it was yesterday that the
team has really embraced that attitude. It is things like that

that make an unbeliever scratch their head and wonder what

could make someone go to all that trouble on a Sunday morn-

ing. Hopefully this is the first of many revelations my mother
has when wondering what is different about Christianity.

Do umbrellas save someone’s soul? Nope. Does a smiling,
rain-soaked volunteer take the place of the Holy Spirit in convicting
someone of their sin? Not a chance. But these moments of displayed
grace point to God’s grace. They pave the way for the gospel to
be clearly heard, and they can serve as a catalyst for people to see
Jesus more clearly.
Offenses are real. They matter a great deal. They matter to
the people you are trying to reach. They matter to the people you
are trying to keep. They matter to a world that needs to recognize
that the ultimate offense was their sin that sent Jesus to the cross.
But how do you navigate the very slippery slope that comes
with removing all offenses? How do you tiptoe around the feelings
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of people in order to get to the facts of the gospel? How do
you balance the call to gospel faithfulness with the desire for
community relevance? We’ll begin to unearth that answer in the
next chapter.
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